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Shooting Ladders is a book of advice written to a little girl named Tori. She was four years old when the author started
writing the fi rst topic, and she was eight years old when he fi nished the last topic. But he didnt write it for the Tori of then
or even the Tori of now; instead he wrote it for the Tori of the future, as something to help her make the right decisions in
her late childhood/early adult yearsand throughout her life. The book contains the authors opinions on hundreds of
various subjectssome of them practical, many of them philosophical; some serious, some whimsical. On a typical subject,
the author tells a story from his own personal experiences and then adds a morala lesson for her to learn from the story.
Although hes not trying to tell her what to think; he is trying to guide her into making the proper decisions in life. The
author hopes that shell carefully weigh all the options and choose the paths that lead her to a good and happy life
Retired Detective Anthony Lorenzo’s life is about to take on a change after getting a late night long distance phone call.
His ex-girlfriend Brenda needs his help. Someone has stolen a stack of fake Florida driver’s licenses and a journal
describing a drug and porno operation, naming names and places. Now Brenda is on the run. She is a witness to her
best friend’s murder. Still haunted by his past relationship with Brenda, Lorenzo takes his first-ever plane ride, from
Worcester, Massachusetts to Palm Beach, Florida. First thing, he investigates the Castle Club, a private dance club for
the rich. It’s where the murder takes place. Lorenzo gets caught up in a web of deceit, an unexpected steamy romantic
affair that he doesn’t want to stop, and a planned blackmail scheme. He suspects a Palm Beach to Worcester drug
distribution connection. Searching for more clues, he accidently uncovers a secret society’s meeting place, a club within
a club, where world-changing events are hatched. Now the head of security at the Castle Club is looking for him, Brenda,
and others. He wants his journal and will do anything to get it back. The Everglades, a body dumping ground, claims
more victims as the mystery unravels. Choices need to be made: Does Lorenzo show his dark side and go to a place
he’s never been, a place outside the law? What if he doesn’t? And will he and Brenda repair their long lost relationship?
December 2012. There is global paranoia surrounding the predicted event described in the ancient scrolls recently
discovered in the Sphinx: the resurrection of ancient malevolence in the form of Halford. His body has been preserved for
12 millennia in such condition that reanimation might be possible using the genesis procedure.
Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and enabling them to go more places and
enjoy nature more often. The authority on active adventure, Backpacker is the world's first GPS-enabled magazine, and
the only magazine whose editors personally test the hiking trails, camping gear, and survival tips they publish.
Backpacker's Editors' Choice Awards, an industry honor recognizing design, feature and product innovation, has become
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the gold standard against which all other outdoor-industry awards are measured.
The flagship publication of the National Parks Conservation Association, National Parks Magazine (circ. 340,000) fosters
an appreciation of the natural and historic treasures found in the national parks, educates readers about the need to
preserve those resources, and illustrates how member contributions drive our organization's park-protection efforts.
National Parks Magazine uses images and language to convey our country's history and natural landscapes from Acadia
to Zion, from Denali to the Everglades, and the 387 other park units in between.
With a left leg shattered by a drug dealer's bullet, former Detroit homicide captain Ed McAvoy accepts a job as Police
Chief of Peekamoose Heights, in New York's Catskills. He figures it will be semi-retirement, sort of like running a country
club. After all, how much crime can there be? McAvoy soon discovers that his homicide skills will not atrophy from lack of
use. Murder, as it turns out, is an equal-opportunity crime that not only resides in large bustling cities like Detroit, but in
sleepy, little Catskill villages as well. In the sixth Ed McAvoy Mystery, the festive atmosphere of the annual Winter
Carnival is shattered by an act of vandalism on a food truck during the first night of the week-long fair and accusations
run rampant among rival vendors. But when the two-time National Champion is attacked and injured at the National
Figure Skating pre-trials and one of the mobile chefs is found shot to death, McAvoy must get to the bottom of things
quickly before the food-fight turns even deadlier.
Harlequin Special Edition brings you three new titles for one great price, available now! These are heartwarming,
romantic stories about life, love and family. This Harlequin Special Edition bundle includes A Bravo Christmas Wedding
by Christine Rimmer, A Very Maverick Christmas by Rachel Lee and A Texas Rescue Christmas by Caro Carson. Look
for 6 compelling new stories every month from Harlequin Special Edition!
Over seven feet tall and with a newfound ability to sense future events, Corinthia Bledsoe is far more than just another
Midwestern high-school junior: she is a force of nature. When she predicts with terrifying accuracy the outcome of a
tornado that will hit her high school, leaving a cow standing midcourt in the Lugo Memorial field house, Corinthia finds
herself at the epicenter of another kind of storm entirely.
Three stories of fun in the sun during one unforgettable summer. In Maui Magic, Addison Bradbury can build anything,
but her love life falls apart before it even gets going. Erin Williams, the owner of Maui Magic Catamaran, is more
interested in having fun with a woman than building a future with one. Addison is used to getting her way and Erin simply
sails through life. There’s no way they’ll fall in love, right? In Bahama Breeze, Samantha Recker is not a stereotypical
CFO. She’s into Harleys, hang gliding, and living life on the edge. When she meets Teresa Tinsdale, Sam is completely
thrown. She has met her match in more ways than one. Like magnets, they are pulled together and pushed apart, and
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there’s no way they’ll stay together, right? In Jamaican Haven, as an introvert, Cora Donaldson expects to spend her
volunteer time quietly cleaning kennels and poop-scooping for a charity dedicated to rescuing stray dogs, until she spills
her entire bucket of poo on beautiful, captivating Tyler Sanchez, the shelter’s director. There’s no way Cora is ever
going to recover, right?
From the author of Promise Me comes another riveting story. Pope and Jules are enjoying the time of their life having a
'honeymoon-before-the-wedding' romantic rendezvous in Paris when three bombs go off in their hotel. They are forced to
take action. Fortunately, they know just what to do in the event of a terror attack. Pope was ex-Delta Force. He is now a
sniper instructor at Quantico for the FBI; while Jules is an agent of the Bureau's Behavioral Analysis Unit. By sheer
coincidence, the son of the Vice-President of the United States is staying in the same hotel. The terrorists discover this,
and now the hunt is on to find him. They need a high-profile hostage, but not if his security detail has anything to say
about it. The fiasco quickly escalates. Spies, analysts, intelligence officers scramble to get to the bottom of the terror
attack. "Who?" "Why?" "How?" These are just a few questions that need answers after the bombing and the hostagetaking. As they dig deeper, it becomes apparent that this incident is just the beginning, will they be able to get to the
bottom of it before it is too late for the world? This is a must-read. Get your copy now!
Tensions between Pakistan and India are at an all-time high. To complicate matters, twelve American climbers have
disappeared in Pakistan's Hindu Kush range. As the conflict escalates, the U.S. Secretary of State's motorcade is
ambushed on the outskirts of Islamabad. When her back-up team arrives, they discover a disastrous scene: dozens are
dead, including seven diplomatic security agents, and the secretary of state has vanished without a trace. In the wake of
the unprecedented attack, CIA agent Ryan Kealey's operation goes into high gear. Naomi Kharmai, the British-born
analyst who has taken on a daring new role with the Agency, is on his team again. But Kharmai is becoming increasingly
unpredictable, and as they work their way toward the target, it becomes clear to Kealey that anyone is fair game--and no
one can be trusted. Thundering to a stark and chilling climax, The Invisible raises the stakes on every page. A crackingly
intelligent thriller, it is filled with shocking betrayal and, ultimately, revenge. Praise for Andrew Britton and his novels. . .
"Brilliantly well-written. . .a sizzling page-turner." --Brad Thor, New York Times bestselling author of Blowback and State
of the Union "Terrifying and gripping." --Stephen Frey, New York Times bestselling author of The Successor "In this age
of terrorism, [Britton's] plots seem to jump straight out of the headlines." --St. Louis Post Dispatch "Exciting. . .high-octane
action."--Publishers Weekly
Twenty-three year old wunderkind professor, Dr. Gordon B. Gray has it all, a Nobel Prize, tenure at Caltech University
and looks that make women swoon. Last night he was tossing frozen pumpkins off the library roof and today -- well -Page 3/7
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he's saving the world. When twenty-two of Dust, West Virginia's twenty-three inhabitants disappear into thin air, U.S.
ArmyLieutenant General John Wilkinson resorts to enlisting the brilliant young professor, who quickly finds himself caught
in an international tangle of assassins, truth movements, mad physicists and wild conspiracies. With no clear endgame in
sight and the world at stake, Gordon embarks on a perilous journey that takes him from the backwoods trailers of
Appalachia, to the desolate wilderness of Siberia's enigmatic Tunguska region, where one man's decisions can impact
the course of human history. The Officially Unofficial Files of Dr. Gordon B. Gray is a smart adventure thriller brimming
with suspense, international intrigue and mind-bending science that will resonate with readers long after they've turned
the last page. Editorial Review: "this book is like a faithful companion, waiting patiently to whisk you away from a tedious
and grey world. It'll appeal to all of those who want a good bit of escapism, some interesting bits of science, and a new
look at Indie." -by Shen Hart - The Review Hart
Clive Cussler introduces Sam and Remi Fargo in Spartan Gold. An ancient treasure stolen by Xerxes the Great . . .
Discovered by Napoleon Bonaparte . . . The clues to its hidden location lost until now . . . Adventurers and treasure
hunters Sam and Remi Fargo are on a wild-goose chase. Up to their waists in the Great Pocomoke Swamp in Maryland,
they're hunting for lost gold. What they find instead is a small Second World War German U-boat. Inside the submarine
they find a body - and a puzzling, incredibly rare bottle of wine. This bottle was one of twelve taken from Napoleon's 'lost
cellar'. But it is also a clue to a fabulous, ancient treasure. One that Hadeon Bondaruk - a half-Russian, half-Persian
millionaire - will do anything to get his hands on. For he claims descent from treasure's one-time owner. It will be his, no
matter who stands in his way . . . Clive Cussler, author of the celebrated Dirk Pitt novels Arctic Drift and Crescent Dawn,
presents his newest series, following the adventures of treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo - beginning with Spartan
Gold. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'The guy I read' Tom Clancy
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.
A large American city is destroyed by fire; millions die as a result of the surprise attack. Soon after this evil act, the world
is placed on alert with the threat of six more equally deadly explosions. Two elite counterterrorism agents embark on a
hectic chase across the United States to find the remaining bombs before time runs out.
INFORMATION AND IMAGES ON U.S. MILITARY WRIST WATCHES THAT WERE ISSUED TO SERVICE MEMBERS OF THE
ARMED FORCES FROM WWII AND UP TO IRAQ
(A. KEET)Toli Polatty lived quietly on her farm in the coastal Georgia woods, rescuing animals and writing children's stories. When
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women began to die near veterinary clinics, their sick pets stolen, two GBI agents were dispatched from Atlanta. Rabid Agent
Tebeau suspected Toli of the murders, forcing the exhumation of her recently deceased dog. Agent Max Hameyer arrived to rein
in Tebeau and became smitten with Toli. His flamboyant attentions and Toli's interest in him led longtime friend and veterinarian
Sam Jackson to confront his own feelings for her. Meanwhile, the investigation presented frustrating twists, indicating a second
killer. One conspirator was an estranged member of Toli's family. Competition between Max and Sam escalated, provoking an act
of violence against Toli. In Atlanta disgruntled Agent Tebeau, smarting from a reprimand, felt Toli had a sinister side, a proclivity
for intrigue and perverse, deadly acts. Could he be right?
How do we face the death of a beloved parent? We turn to our friends and family to cope but often they aren't up to the difficult
task of coping and caring for a demanding patient. Paying for medical care can be a nightmare as treatment is withheld unless
funds are forthcoming.
The American CIA agent Ryan Kealey has no time to wrestle his demons. Former U.S. soldier Jason March, one of the world's
deadliest assassins and Ryan's former protégé, is now working with a powerful terror network whose goal is nothing less than the
total annihilation of the United States. Ryan puts together the pieces of a terrifying puzzle. With the fate of the country resting on
his shoulders, he finds himself caught in a desperate game of cat-and-mouse with the most cunning opponent he's ever faced, a
man who won't be denied the ultimate act of evil and who is all the more deadly for being one of our own. The Assassin A weapon
of catastrophic destruction. A nation on the brink of unspeakable disaster. And the ultimate enemy lies closer to home than anyone
realizes. Only maverick CIA agent Ryan Kealey sees the threat for what it really is--but Washington refused to listen. With the lives
of millions at stake, Kealey has only one option: to take matters into his own hands. And the clock is ticking. . . Supercharged and
fiercely intelligent, The Assassin is an action-packed international thriller where no one can be trusted--and the final aftershocks
are felt until the very last page. The Invisible Tensions between Pakistan and India are at an all-time high. To complicate matters,
twelve American climbers have disappeared in Pakistan's Hindu Kush range. As the conflict escalates, the U.S. Secretary of
State's motorcade is ambushed on the outskirts of Islamabad. When her back-up team arrives, they discover a disastrous scene:
dozens are dead, including seven diplomatic security agents, and the secretary of state has vanished without a trace. In the wake
of the unprecedented attack, CIA agent Ryan Kealey's operation goes into high gear. Naomi Kharmai, the British-born analyst who
has taken on a daring new role with the Agency, is on his team again. But Kharmai is becoming increasingly unpredictable, and as
they work their way toward the target, it becomes clear to Kealey that anyone is fair game--and no one can be trusted. Thundering
to a stark and chilling climax, The Invisible raises the stakes on every page. A crackingly intelligent thriller, it is filled with shocking
betrayal and, ultimately, revenge. The Exile For the President of the United States, the daily horror of life in West Darfur's killing
fields just hit heartbreakingly close to home. His niece, Lily, has been targeted and savagely murdered by a corps of fearsome
government-backed militiamen. With the situation too explosive for diplomatic or military solutions, yet with the President and the
public thirsting for revenge, America is out of options. Except one: Ryan Kealey, ex-Special Forces, former CIA, and unrivaled
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counterterrorism expert. Kealey has been central to the war on terror for over a decade. But after the Agency hung him out to
dry--and let his lover die--he turned his back. Until now. For the government has revealed its trump card, the one thing Kealey will
risk everything for. Soon, from the lawless streets of Sudan to the highest levels of the American government, Kealey unearths
secrets and betrayals that shock even his war-tempered sensibilities--and ignite a conflagration with unknowable global
consequences.
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of news,
nature, sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.

"We need to talk," said a hushed voice on the other end of Patrick Brophy's phone. With that call, Patrick Brophy plunges
unknowingly headfirst into a conspiracy to kill his friend Senator Glenn Hayes. In Washington where friends and enemies
are one in the same, Patrick Brophy doesn't know who to trust and time is running out. With the help of a computer
hacker, Patrick Brophy stalks his prey electronically, chasing them from Ireland to Washington and finally to Chicago
where the trail turns deadly. With only his reporter's intuition to rely on, Patrick Brophy must solve this case before he
becomes the next victim. AUTHOR BIO: Scott Connors is a musician, writer, ex-altar boy from Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
This is his first novel.
Every man has his dark side...Spero Lucas confronts his own in the most explosive thriller yet from one of America's bestloved crime writers. The job seems simple enough: retrieve the valuable painting--"The Double"--Grace Kinkaid's exboyfriend stole from her. It's the sort of thing Spero Lucas specializes in: finding what's missing, and doing it quietly. But
Grace wants more. She wants Lucas to find the man who humiliated her--a violent career criminal with a small gang of
brutal thugs at his beck and call. Lucas is a man who knows how to get what he wants, whether it's a thief on the run--or
a married woman. In the midst of a steamy, passionate love affair that he knows can't last, in pursuit of a dangerous man
who will stop at nothing to get what he wants, Lucas is forced to decide what kind of man he is--and how far he'll go to
get what he wants.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief
that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.
A New York State investigator matches wits with a devious serial killer in the New York Times bestselling author’s true
crime thriller. Gary C. Evans was master of disguise and career criminal who had once befriended David "Son of Sam"
Berkowitz. In 1989, he started weaving a web of deadly lies in Upstate New York, telling a female friend that the father of
her child had deserted her. In fact, Evans had killed the man—just before striking up a ten-year romance with the woman.
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Evans first met Investigator James Horton in 1985 when Evans snitched on a childhood friend and crime partner—failing
to mention that he'd murdered him. Then, two local jewelry dealers were killed. In 1997, another old friend of Evans, went
missing. Was Evans responsible? Horton launched a nationwide manhunt to uncover the truth. For more than a decade,
Evans and Horton maintained an odd relationship—part friendship, part manipulation—with Evans serving as a snitch while
the tenacious investigator searched for the answers that would put him away. After Horton used Evans to obtain a
confession from a local killer, Evans led Horton in a final game of cat-and-mouse that would culminate in the most
shocking death of all . . . Sixteen pages of revealing photos!
Colt Ace By: R. N. Echols Private Investigator Conner Pennington investigates the circumstances of an apparent suicide
that is now almost fifty years old. Questions have been raised over the past five decades that brings doubt to the validity
– and even the competence or possible cover-up, of the original investigation. Retiring from government service, Conner
has followed his childhood dream of becoming a private investigator and has been sought out by a high school classmate
to look into the mysterious circumstances surrounding the death of his younger brother, Jimmy Ray. His death in 1965
had been determined by the investigating trooper to be the result of a self-inflicted gunshot wound. Conner’s past
experiences have honed his dogged determination to arrive at the truth and ferret out those seeking to avoid the truth.
His investigation stirs the ghosts and suspicions harbored in a small Midwestern town and many of its citizens would
prefer this case be left in the past. Conner is not deterred from his investigation by those wanting to wish away long
hidden circumstances surrounding the death of a troubled young man. The pursuit of truth reaches across the United
States and into the lives of those that may have been involved in the untimely death of Jimmy Ray. Haunted memories
are revived when the investigation delves into passions, jealousies, and unwarranted assumptions. Follow the evidence
as Conner unravels the threads of dark secrets and resurrects from the grave the revealing circumstances of a cold case.
In spite of widespread attempts to bury the truth under the dust and memories of past intimate relationships, the truth will
be brought to light.
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